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In this story for early readers, Alma and her family move to
a new town and open a refreshingly different kind of café: a
pony café, where people and animals are welcome and sure
to find their favorite delicious treats!
ABOUT THE SERIES

RIGHTS SOLD

Alma's family owns a café with a very unique feature: it's a
café where people and animals are welcome, and the
spunky pony Einstein is their mascot! Alma has a big heart
and a lot of confidence, and there is no end to the fun and
adventure at the Pony Café.

Audior rights Germany

CONTENT
Alma and her family are new to town. Her father is a pastry
chef and plans to open a café, but how can he make his
stand out from all the other places in town? When a
miniature pony shows up in the courtyard one day, the
family has a brilliant idea: they will open a pony café, an
inviting, welcoming place for people and animals, and the
pony Einstein will be their mascot! Soon the café is bustling
with activity. Alma doesn't quite trust this good fortune,
however. She is afraid that the pony's owner will show up
one day and take Einstein away from them.
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